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Of the eight variables incorporated in this analysis, two represent duration (weeks), three represent scale (counts), and three represent intensity (rates). Parameter values were calculated for each year independently. For each year, every loading in the first principal component has the same sign, indicating that the first component reflects a correlated characteristic of each parameter, or 'overall burden' [1]. In contrast, the different signs on rate variables in loadings of the second principal component indicate that the second principal component distinguishes the intensity of transmission at the bairro scale, predominantly in terms of the parameter "max week" (the highest weekly incidence rate observed in each bairro over the course of the year). This pattern was strongest during interepidemic years (0.72 and 0.76 correlation between PC2 and "Max week (rate)" in 2013 and 2014, compared to 0.40 in 2012) , reflecting the occurrence of high-intensity weeks during those years (in lower population neighborhoods such as Sabiaguaba and Pedras), notwithstanding low counts over the course of the entire year.
Though duration variables were correlated with PC3, the first two PCs account for more than 90% of variance in every annual subset, indicating that they adequately approximate an ndimensional representation [1] . The only exception to this pattern is 2014, when PC3 accounts for 24.8% of the variance in the primary duration variable "Total weeks" with dengue incidence. This difference -where the duration variable "Total weeks" exhibited lower correlation with count and rate parameters -reflects the anomalous pattern of low-scale, protracted transmission observed during the 2014 interepidemic year in Fortaleza.
